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A large number of  asteroids observed by GAIA will show a 
not negligible angular diameter.

This fact allows to determine the apparent size for a 
significant asteroid sample.

However, it decreases the precision of the astrometric 
position,  due to the solar phase effect on an elongated body, 
which will shift the photocentre with respect to the 
barycentre.     
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B..P

we observe P, but we need B

in order to pass from P to B, it is necessary to know the 
apparent area, i.e., the geometric and rotational properties 

of the asteroid (assuming a triaxial ellipsoid shape)
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Trying to solve a problem,  we can obtain an 
enormous amount of information about the 

asteroidal belt …….

Rotation axis, shape and period for thousands of 
asteroids
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m = m(S) = m(λλλλP, ββββP, a/b, b/c, Psid, sense of rot., ϕϕϕϕo,      ,      ,      ,      
                    λλλλA,,,, ββββA,,,, λλλλS,,,, ββββS, ρ, ρ, ρ, ρ, R, r, ϕ)ϕ)ϕ)ϕ)

For solving this “simple” inverse problem we need several 
obervations at different longitudes
From ground observations we computed hundreds of rotation 
periods, but only a very few tens of poles and shapes.

Why ?

- Each asteroid apparition correspond roughly to a single longitude     
- Different telescopes are used
- No dedicated telescopes

GAIA is a single dedicated telescope which covers different 
longitudes in a very few years
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b/a = 0.7

c/a = 0.5 

39 Laetitia
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pλλλλ = 30

ββββp = 60 

b/a = 0.7
c/a = 0.5 

P = 7h.527
ϕϕϕϕ00000 = 0.4

39 Laetitia

GAIA 
observations
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Mm- MM b/c

mm - Mm a/b

(mM-MM)/(mm-Mm) ββββP

tmin λλλλP

a/b=1.43, b/c=1.4
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A pure geometric approach is surely wrong

One could apply some scattering law (e.g., Lommel-Seeliger, 
Lambert,…) 

We know that the magnitude-phase relationship can be 
considered linear in the phase range covered by GAIA 
observations and the phase coefficient ββββm indicates its 
slope (it ranges roughly from 0.05 to 0.02 mag/degree, 

depending on the asteroid taxonomic type)

The magnitudes are obtained at different phase angles and therefore 
are not homogeneous

Much better 
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10o 30o

Slope = ββββm
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m Magnitude-phase relationship

m(1,0)

Opposition 
effect



We can reduce all the magnitudes of the maxima to 90 deg of aspect, 
varying the pole coordinates and the b/c ratio, and looking for the best 
linear fit. This procedure will give the first three unknown parameters.

(Sather, 1976; Zappalà, 1981)

A similar procedure applied to the minima, will give a/c

This method has the advantage to  offer a quite good first solution and, in 
the meantime, to determine the magnitude-phase and amplitude-phase

relationships. This result allows to reduce all the observed magnitudes to 
the same phase angle, solving the scattering problem.

mM(90) = mM(A) + 2.5 log ((b/c)2 cos2A + sin2A)1/2)

mm(90) = mm(A) + 2.5 log ((a/c)2 cos2A + sin2A)1/2)
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Reduction to 90o of Aspect (equatorial view)

mm-mM = max ampl.mm(1,0,90)0,90)0,90)0,90)

mM(1,0,90)0,90)0,90)0,90)

m(1,α)α)α)α)

αααα
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ampl.-phase rel. 



Reduction to the same phase angle (scattering correction)

ααααmeanm(1,α)α)α)α)

αααα
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m(1,α)α)α)α)

t

The red points are ready for Period determination

Correction of the magnitude-time plot
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Amplitude-phase relationship

γ γ γ γ =  δ δ δ δ ⋅⋅⋅⋅ Amp(0o) 

From laboratory experiments and observations, we know that there is a 
linear relationship between amplitude and phase

δ δ δ δ seems to vary with the taxonomic type

Amp(α) = α) = α) = α) = Amp(0o)  + γ γ γ γ ⋅⋅⋅⋅ αααα

A linear relationship exists also  between γ γ γ γ and Amp(0o) 

(for Amp(0o)=0, γ γ γ γ must be 0)

Amp(0o) = ) = ) = ) = Amp(αααα)/(1 + δ δ δ δ ⋅⋅⋅⋅ α)α)α)α)

δδδδ(S) = 0.030 mag/deg

δδδδ(C) = 0.015 mag/deg
(Zappalà et al.,1990)



Alternatively, deducing the Amp-αααα relationship from the m-αααα
relationship at 90o of aspect, we are able to compute the 

Amp(0o) at any aspect A 

Amp(0,A) = Amp(0,90) · Amp(α,α,α,α,A) / Amp(α,90)α,90)α,90)α,90)
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The second method can confirm  the δδδδ-tax type connection

Knowing the taxonomic type and the Amp(αααα) at a given 
aspect A, the previous formulae allow to reduce all the 

observed amplitudes to 0 deg of phase(and consequently 
the observed magnitudes).


